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EDITOR'S COMMENTS 
The big news of the day in the radio com

munity continues to be the Marconi Archive 
Auction . As reported last month , concern about 
the impending dispersal throughout the world 
of such a significant collection was on the 
rise. That concern has escalated to the point 
of pressure from widely diverse sou rces on 
GEC-Marconi to cancel the sale. In tact, just 
as we went to press last month , Christie's 
notified us that the auction had been put on 
hold. (By the way, we were able to report this 
information on the A.R.C. web site.) 

To further inform our readers , we asked 
Jonathan Hill , British writer, radio historian , 
and organizer of the upcoming National Vin
tage Communications Fair, to report his view · 
of the ongoing Marconi archive saga from the 
other side of the "pond." His chrono logy ap
pears this month. The story is not over, so 
stay tuned to A.R.C. The latest scuttlebutt is 
that lesser and duplicate items may still be 
sold at auction . 

GEC-Marconi probably wonders where all 
this interest in the archive was prior to its 
announcement of the auction. Apparently , the 
company has been trying for some time to find 
a suitable place for the collection and a way to 
fund its maintenance. But for the longer term, 
the challenge for the collecting community is 
to insure support for the continuation of the 
archive after the Centenary celebration of Mar
coni 's invention this summer. 

[Latest on the Marconi Auction: As of press 
time, our sources in England have indicated 
that, although Christie's still awaits instruc
tions from GEC-Marconi, the Marconi Archive 
Auction is unlikely to take place.] 

The cover th is month introduces our lead 
article on the very interesting Emerson Multi
valve tube and the radio sets that use it. 
Although the idea of several tubes within a 
single envelope was commonplace in the hey
day of vacuum tube technology, the scarcity 
of early sets with multielement tubes indi
cates that Emerson and a few other 
manufacturers were ahead of the ir time. I 
personally have owned both the Emerson 
and Standardyne sets for several years but 
have never seen a comprehensive article on 
them. To solve this problem , I asked A.R.C. 
staff member Ray Bintliff to research and 
write an article on the subject fo r this issue. 

The story of collector Les Rayner's search 
for a rare and early shortwave receiver is 
reported th is month by Robert Grinder, the 
author of The Radio Collector's Directory 
and Price Guide. Although the Norden-Hauck 
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Super DX-5 was never manufactured, the 
advertisements for it prompted Les Rayner 
to look for one. He finally found a prototype 
on another collector's shelf , and eventually 
he purchased it. The results of his careful 
research on the Super DX-5 are included in 
Robert's article. 

Two auctions are reported th is month, one 
in Vienna, Austria, and the other in Olney, 
Illinois. Erwin Macho reports on the third 
Dorotheum Antique Radio Auction in Vienna. 
A number of U.S. sets, as well as many 
European sets, were included. (And yes, Er
win does have the nearly 400 crystal sets he 
mentions in his c lassified ads ; your editor 
had a very cordial tour of his collection a 
couple of years ago.) 

Ron Ramirez reports on Eric's 7th Antique 
Radio Auction in O lney, Il li nois. Although Cat
alin sets were the highlight of this event, Ron , 
author of the definitive book on Philco, must 
have been pleased to see so many Philco 
cathed rals and consoles represented . 

Radio Miscellanea includes feedback on 
the Thompson Neutrodyne article in the Feb
ruary 1997 issue, as well as further questions 
on Trans-Oceanic restoration. Photo Review 
shows an interesting radio figurine, a cathe
dral radio by Lacrosse , and an ERLA 
Superflex. 

Reviewed this month by A.R.C. staff mem
ber Dick Desjarlais are Mark Stein 's two 
volumes of Machine Age to Jet Age. These 
two books amply cove r the rad ios of the '30s, 
'40s and '50s with over 4 ,000 photos and 
descriptions. 

Coming Radio Events. As the seasonal 
club and auction scene picks up, over four 
dozen events are planned in April across the 
U. S. and elsewhere. Since it appears that the 
Marconi Auction will not be held, just shift your 
trip to England a week or so and hit Jonathan 
Hill 's National Vintage Communications Fair 
in Birmingham, England, on May 4. 

Happy col lecting! 
John V. T errey, Editor 

ON THE COVER 
Our cover this month pictures a Baby Em

erson and a Standardyne Multivalve, as well 
as an Emerson Multivalve tube and its tube 
box, all from your editor's co llection. The pho
to is by our professional photographer Tim 
Morse, who also photographed the colorful 
June 1996 cover. Note that the box design 
shows three tubes crossed out since the Mul
tivalve tube does the work of three . 



WITH THE COLLECTORS 

The Emerson Multivalve Tube 
and its Applications 

BY RAY BINTLIFF 

A.R.C. staff member, the 
"multi-talented" Ray Bintliff, re
calls the development of the rev
olutionary Multivalve tube with 
some excellent examples of sin
gle tube Emerson Multivalve ra 
dios built in the 1920s. He cites 
the advantages of the early 
multi-element tube, which 
prompted the development in 
later years of an ever increasing 
number of elements in a single 
tube. {Editor) 

As vacuum tube technology 
advanced, the number of tube 
types that had two or more func
tional tubes in the same glass 
envelope became quite com
mon. But surprisingly enough, 
the use of multiple-element 
tubes began quite early. 

THE BABY EMERSON 
Figure 1. The compact Clapp-Eastham Baby Emerson with its Multi
valve tube. 

The Baby Emerson "loud-
speaker set'' manufactured by Clapp-Eastham, 
ca. 1927, is shown in Figures 1 and 2, with an 
interior view in Figure 3. At first glance this small 
set looks like a 1-tube radio with a Type 01-A tube 
protruding from the top of the metal cabinet . But 
how can a 1-tube set drive a loudspeaker? Easily 
- the single tube contains three triodes with a 
common filament. One tube does the work of 
three. 

The name Emerson refers to the Emerson 
Multivalve tube used in the radio and manufac
tured by the Emerson Radval Corporation , 25 
West 43rd Street, New York City, N. Y. , which 
should not be confused with the Emerson Radio 
& Phonograph Company. 

The circuitry consists of a regenerative detec
tor and two stages of audio frequency (AF) ampli
fication. The front panel reads "Clapp-Eastham 
Co. , Brooklyn , N.Y." rather than the earlier, and 
perhaps more familiar, Cambridge, Massachu
setts, address. The Baby Emerson that I had the 
opportunity to examine seemed to fall short of the 
earlier Clapp-Eastham quality with wiring that 
looked very "homebrewish." 

THE EMERSON MULTIVALVE TUBE 

Before delving into the mysteries of Multivalve 
radios, let's consider the Multivalve tube itself. An 
advertisement from the March 1927 issue of Radio 
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Figure 2. A rear view of the Baby Emerson and its 
Fahnestock clip battery connections. 

News, reproduced here in part as Figure 4, in
cludes an illustration of the tube, along with some 
1920s style hype. Despite some of the exaggerat
ed claims, the Multivalve tube was an interesting 
concept - three tubes in one. The use of a com
mon filament (really three separate filaments in 
series) plus three grids and three plates resulted in 
a tube that functions like three tubes. 



Figure 3. An interior view of the Baby Emerson 
showing the single Multiva/ve tube. 

The tube's base is a modification of the UX
style, 4-pin base used for the Type 01-A and 
other similar tubes. A Bakelite ring , containing 
four binding posts, is mounted at the top of the 
base. The binding posts are used to make electri
cal connections to grids 1 and 2 and plates 1 and 
2 (G1 , G2, P1 & P2). The 4 pins in the base are 
configured like a 01-A - two large pins for the 
filament (F- & F+) and two small pins for the grid 
and plate connections (G3 & P3) . A schematic 
drawing of the base configuration is shown in 
Figure 5. The Emerson Multivalve has the same 
filament rating as the Type 01-A - 5.0 volts at 
0.250 amperes. 

As other writers have noted, the schematic 
carries the notation "Illustration courtesy of 
Cleartron Vacuum Tube Co." The address of 
Cleartron was 28 West 44th Street, New York 

CJneJVe,w 

BINDING POST CONNECTIONS 

BOTTOM PIN CONN[CTIONS 
Figure 5. A schematic drawing of the base con
nections for the Multivalve tube. 

City, near the back door of Emerson Radval on 
West 43rd Street. Although both companies mar
keted the Multivalve tube, it appears that the tube 
was produced by Cleartron . 

In another advertisement (Radio News, May 
1927), Emerson Radval described the tube as "a 
seven-element tube with 201A filament, three 
plates and three grids." This description seems to 
sum things up quite well. 

The Emerson Multivalve was not the only vac
uum tube to use the multiple
element concept. The Apco 

MUU ~~-ALVE 
fr,,.,,, 111 ~<;-

Twin tube was produced by the 
Apco Manufacturing Co. of Prov
idence, Rhode Island, ca. 1925. 

Later in this article I will men
tion some European multiple
element tubes and radios. But 
for now, let's return to Multivalve 
radios made in the U.S. 

.\,w )'.,, Hmld Tn'-•• .' , Q e:- ' 
-~:~t~"U:~~X::1; ·~~~0&7 ! re\'Olu tioni ze the 

m:mufacrure and 
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PRICE 
S650 

Po,ver, Distance 
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Dis t ant R ece p
tion All o n the 

Loud Speaker 

ONE MULTIVALVE-Many tube performance 
Figure 4. A 1927 advertisement for the Emerson Multivalve tube. 
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THE STANDARDYNE 
MULTIVALVE 

Another of the early Multi
valve sets, the Standardyne 
Multivalve, was manufactured 
by the Standard Radio Corpo
ration of Worcester, Massachu
setts. A front and rear view of 
the radio is provided in Figures 
6 and 7. Figure 8 shows a top 
interior view, while Figure 9 
prominently shows the two RF 
coils in a bottom interior view. 
Various publications date this 
radio as a 1925 model. 

The radio, a reflexed TRF, 
(Continued on following page) 



(Muitiva/ve Radios, continued) 

utilizes 2-dial tuning and a single filament rheo

stat. The Multivalve tube is employed as an RF 
amplifier, detector and AF amplifier. 

This compact radio measures 12" wide x 8¼" 

high x 9½" deep at the base. The sloping front 
panel results in a smaller top dimension of 7-W' 
deep. Of cou rse, the use of the Multivalve tube 
contributes to the radio's small size, but the set's 
designers went one more step by making it a 
reflexed TRF. 

In a reflex circuit the audio signal is fed back 
through an RF stage to obtain additional amplifi
cation . The use of a reflex circuit was used some
times in very compact radios because it produced 

more amplification without the need to add anoth
er tube to the radio. 

THE HAYNES DX-2 MULTIVALVE 

The use of the Multivalve tube 
was not limited to factory-pro
duced radios. The February 
1927 issue of Radio News car
ried a construction article for the 
Haynes DX-2 Multivalve receiv
er. The circuit uses a Multivalve 
tube as an RF amplifier, detec
tor and AF amplifier. Either a 
Type 112 or 171 was recom
mended as the audio output 
tube. The Cleartron Vacuum 
Tube Company was listed in the 
parts list as the source for all 
tubes. 

duce a radio that used a Multivalve tube? Did the 
Mignon ever see the light of day? Many ques

tions about Multivalve radios remain unanswered. 

Perhaps some A.R.C . readers have information 
that they can share with us. 

EUROPEAN MULTIPLE-ELEMENT TUBES 
AND RADIOS 

In addition to Emerson Multivalve and Cleartron, 
there were companies in Eu rope that ottered 
multiple-element tubes. In 1925, Cleartron began 
producing conventional valves in Birmingham, 
England. However there is no evidence to indi
cate that Multivalves were ever produced there. 

In Germany, Loewe Radio AG specialized in 
multiple-element tubes and produced small radi
os that utilized its tubes. Another firm , TKD, pro
duced 2-in-1 and 3-in -1 tubes. 

THE LODGE "N" CIRCUIT 

The famous Sir Ol iver Lodge 
"N" circuit was also adapted to 
use the Multivalve tube. A con
struction article by the Precision 
Coil Co. was described in the 
June 197 4 issue of the Old Tim
er's Bulletin. This circuit utilized 
a Multivalve tube as the detec-
tor and two stages of AF amplifi
cation. A Type 112 tube served 
as the audio output tube. 

Figure 6. The Standardyne Multivalve radio. 

OTHER MULTIVALVE 
RADIOS 

The McGraw-Hill Radio Trade 
Catalog, dated February 1927, 
contains a catalog page for the 
Emerson Radval Corporation in 
which Radval listed "examples 
of modern circuits practically 
bui lt around the Multivalve." In 
addition to the radios described 
above, Radval claimed that the 
following circuits employed Mul-
tivalve tubes: the Haynes and 
Cockaday Univalve Receiver, 
Doctor Lovejoy's Multivalve Re
ceiver, Browning-Drake , and 
Mignon Mastertone Senior Sin
gle Control. 

Did Browning-Drake ever pro-

~
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Figure 7. A rear view of the Standardyne Multivalve with its pictorial 

battery hookup diagram. 
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In England, Ediswan pro
duced its prototype ES220 tube 
and "One-Der'' receiver. In addi
tion , British Thompson-Houston 
(B.T-H) marketed radios that 
used 2-in-1 tubes produced sole
ly for use in its radios. 

A more complete description 
of these companies and their 
products appear in John Stokes' 
excellent book 70 Years of Ra
dio Tubes and Valves. 

LIMITED SUCCESS 

Radios designed to use a 
multiple-element tube had a 
number of advantages. By elim
inating two tubes, the cabinet 
could be made much smaller. 
Also, the A-battery drain was 
lower-the Multivalve's filament 
operated on one-third of the cur
rent required for three Type 01 -
A tubes. The lower current re
quirement meant that the radio 
could be operated from dry cells 

Figure 8. An interior top view of the Standardyne Multivalve showing 
the two brass variable condensers and the Multivafve tube. 

as well as from a storage bat-
tery. 

From a cost standpoint, the 
Multivalve had only a marginal 
advantage at best. The Multi
valve sold for $6 .50 when 01 -A 
tubes were selling in the $2 to 
$2.50 range. However, use of 
the Multivalve permitted the elim
ination of two tube sockets which 
resulted in a lower cost for ma
terial. 

Why then did the Multivalve 
radios have such a short mar
keting life? Perhaps sales vol
ume was not adequate to cover 
the start-up costs. Certainly the 
timing was poor because the 
Great Depression was just 
around the corner. 

Even though these radios 
were not a commercial success, 
the idea of mu ltiple -el ement 
tubes did not die. In 1933, the 
Type 19 twin-triode tube came 
on the market. The Type 19 is a 
twin power triode with a 6-pin 

Figure 9. An interior top view of the Standardyne Muftivafve showing 
the two audio transformers and the two RF coifs. 

base. These tubes were followed by more twin 
triodes, triodes with two diodes, triodes with pen
todes, and on and on. The multiple-element tube 
wasn't such a bad idea after all. 
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:] WITH THE COLLECTORS 

Norden-Hauck Super DX-5 
One of a Kind 

BY ROBERT E. GRINDER 

Robert Grinder shares with A.R.C. readers the 
tale of collector Les Rayner's youthful infatuation 
with the Norden-Hauck Super DX-5 shortwave 
receiver, and of Rayner's search for this one-of
a-kind radio. This is a story with a happy ending. 

An earlier version of this paper appeared in the 
"California Antique Radio Gazette," Volume 16, 
May 1991, pp 12-15. (Editor) 

The saga of the Norden-Hauck Super DX-5 -
a presuperheterodyne , shortwave receiver - is 
one of the more curious in the annals of radio 
manufacturing. This set was marketed but never 
manufactured and, apparently, only one proto
typical model was constructed. 

On the one hand, Norden-Hauck engineers 

• 

regarded the Super DX-5 initially as an extraordi
nary technological marvel. In 1930, they proudly 
proclaimed it to be the most advanced shortwave 
receiver ever! However, the force of their commit
ment and the strength of their enthusiasm suc
cumbed eventually to anguish , disappointment, 
and hand-wringing. 

After declaring in national publications that the 
Super DX-5 would be forthcoming soon , Norden
Hauck engineers recognized that they had over
looked insurmountable flaws in its design. Con
sequently, the Super DX-5 was never manufac
tured. On the other hand, the engineers had 
produced at least one prototypical model of it, 
which is owned by Les Rayner of Scottsdale, 
Arizona. 

Figure 1. The Norden-Hauck Super DX-f?. 
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Les Rayner is well known among collectors of 
premier vintage radios. His resources, persever
ance, and good luck have enabled him to assemble 
an array of rare, relatively early shortwave receiv
ers. He has possessed, in addition to the Norden
Hauck Super DX-5, a Pilot Super Wasp, an ICA 
Conqueror, a Hammarlund Comet-Pro, a Paragon 
RA-1 O/DA-2, a Grebe CR-18 Special, a Silver-Mar
shall Around the World Four, a DeForest Radio
phone, a Leutz shortwave receiver, and, respec
tively, a National SW-2, SW-3, SW-4, and SW-5. 

Les has special affection for the Norden-Hauck 
Super DX-5. The hyperbole associated with mar
keting this receiver in the early 1930s left him with 
a lifelong ambition to acquire it. When in the 
1970s his desire to own a DX-5 intensified, he 
searched vigorously for it. He assumed that sev
eral of the receivers were in private collections. 

II 

Figure 2. A CeCo Type Pt tube and its carton. 
The arrow points to a tube base connection for 
the "space-charge" grid. 

Fortunately, his industry paid off, for eventually 
he obtained a Super DX-5. The significance of his 
find became apparent when he realized that the 
Super DX-5 that he had acquired might be the 
only one in existence! 

RAYNER'S SEARCH - THE EARLY YEARS 
Les Rayner's interest in the world of radio grew 

incrementally in the late 1920s. He began tinker
ing with a few wires and dry cells , which led him to 
the radio sections of Popular Science; later, an 
Allied Radio Catalog introduced him to the marvel 
of shortwave listening. 

Before long, he convinced his mother that a 
boy's life without a shortwave receiver was de
void of meaning. She, in turn , agreed to advance 
him funds by which to purchase for $29.50 a Pilot 
Super Wasp kit , including tubes and plug-in coils. 
Since Les' mother worried that acid from a stor
age battery might burn holes in her carpets, she 
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augmented his allowance so that he could buy an 
A and B battery eliminator too. 

During high school , Les advanced to an AC 
shortwave receiver - the ICA Conqueror. He 
read Radio News and Shortwave Craft avidly be
cause they provided listings and frequencies of 
stations throughout the world. The magazines were 
bursting also with advertisements for receivers 
manufactured by Leutz, National, Si lver- Marshall , 
RCA, etc. But, it was the lesser known engineer
ing company Norden-Hauck's Super DX-5, shown 
in Figure 1, that particularly caught Les' eye . 

Perhaps Les was mesmerized by the relatively 
compact, aluminum cabinet, the black, triangular 
Bakelite panel, or the single, knurled aluminum 
drum dial with illuminated celluloid scale. Maybe 
his interest was piqued because Norden-Hauck 
touted the Super DX-5 , which covered from 20 to 
205 meters via six plug-in coils , as the most 
sensitive , selective , stable, hum-free, and conve
niently operated shortwave receiver on the mar
ket. Whatever the reasons, Les began dreaming 
of owning a Super DX-5. He did not know its retail 
price , but he was sure that it was out-of-reach , for 
his allowance was too meager ever to make its 
purchase possible. 

When he reached young adulthood, Les was 
prompted to upgrade his ICA. First, he inquired 
about the availability of the DX-5, and he learned 
that production had been suspended. He settled 
on a Hammarlund Comet Pro. Shortly thereafter, 
he finished school, settled down to married life, 
embarked upon a career in lithographing, sold 
the Comet, and abandoned shortwave listening. 

THE LATER YEARS 
Forty years later, in the mid-1970s, while shop

ping in a Phoenix radio parts store, Les was intro
duced to the late Bill Pugh , then one of the more 
prominent radio collectors on the West Coast. Bill 
not only inspired Les to begin collecting vintage 
radios but rekindled his interest in searching for 
the one receiver he still dreamed of owning - the 
Super DX-5. For the next 14 years, at national and 
regional meets and conventions, Les met promi
nent collectors from all over the United States. No 
one gave him a lead on the DX-5. 

Eventually, one of his contacts, John Caperton 
of Louisville, Kentucky, invited Les to view his 
collection of especially rare receivers , and, lo, 
there it sat inconspicuously on one of John's 
shelves. For the first time in his life, Les gazed 
squarely at a Norden-Hauck Super DX-5. There
after, whenever the two met, Les assured John 
that he would be a very good customer, indeed, 
should he ever decide to sell the DX-5. Clearly 
recognizing Les' strong attraction to the set, Cap
erton sold it to him early in 1990. 

Subsequently, Les traced the DX-5's owner
ship from Caperton to Dr. Ralph Muchow, Elgin , 
Illinois, who, in turn , had obtained it from an 
obscure radio technician. Years earlier, the latter 
had worked in a laboratory where the DX-5 was 
undergoing tests, along with several other receiv
ers. After the tests, he took it home, apparently 
because no one else wanted it. 

(Continued on following page) 



(Super DX-5, continued ) 

DX-5 CHARACTERISTICS 

After searching so assiduously for so many 
years for the Super DX-5, and after investigating 
its features once he had it in his possession, Les 
was struck by its incredible uncommonness and 
rarity. The DX-S's circuit constitutes a basic re
generative design, and five of its six tubes are run
of-the-mill - a 227 detector, a 227 first-audio , two 
245s push-pull audio, and a 280 rectifier. Howev
er, the sixth tube (RF stage) employs the CeCo P-
1, the first pentode tube developed in the United 
States. A Type P-1 tube is shown in Figure 2. 

Whereas the typical screen-grid tube provides 
a capacity shield around the plate while the inner 
grid impresses signal input on the plate, the P-1 
provides a second inner, "space-charge" grid with 
a positive charge that accelerates the flow of 
electrons from the filament. The amplification fac
tor of the P-1 is thus increased. 

Indeed, Ernest Kauer, president of CeCo Man
ufacturing Co. , proclaimed that the P-1 was "three 
times as powerful as the screen-grid tube." He 
neglected to mention that the "space-charge" grid 
also introduces enormous inter-element capacity 
within the P-1. Unless extensively shielded , the 
P-1 will couple readily into surrounding circuitry 
and destabilize it. As K. Henny noted in Electron
ics, 1930, the P-1 grid-plate capacity increases in 
the same ratio as the gain , so using it is probably 
not worth the effort that shielding requires. 

Nevertheless, the Norden-Hauck Engineering 
Co. so enthusiastically endorsed the P-1 that it 
seemingly spared no expense to shield thoroughly 
the stages of the DX-5. Prospective buyers were 
assured in advertisements that, even at the highest 
frequencies , double, even triple, shielding guaran
teed not only stable operation but also elimination 
of the effects of hand capacity on the controls. 

Norden-Hauck asserted proudly that workman
ship on the DX-5 was without parallel. No com
petitor disagreed. None attempted to match the 
DX-5, for none believed, apparently, that the P-1 
tube was worth that much effort. According to 
Alan Douglas, the Super DX-5 was probably the 
only receiver ever designed commercially to use 
the P-1. 

CeCo advertised the P-1 in radio magazines 
during the first few months of 1930. Adverse 
publicity followed swiftly, and the tube was pulled 
from production about the time it began reaching 
the marketplace. Meanwhile, Norden-Hauck, start
ing in the fall of 1930, proclaimed the virtues of 
the P-1 and the Super DX-5 in Radio News, Short 
Wave Craft, and OST. 

Norden-Hauck advertisements never men
tioned the price at which the DX-5 would be sold. 
Every advertisement exhorted readers to write 
the company for "details." Not many readers had 
the opportunity to correspond with Norden-Hauck, 
for, abruptly, it ceased advertising the Super DX-
5 in December of 1930. 

To this day, Les has no idea what Norden
Hauck would have expected him to pay for a 
Super DX-5. Even if he could have afforded one 
in 1930, he might never have had the opportunity 
to purchase it. No evidence exists to confirm that 
any DX-5 ever made it beyond a test laboratory to 
the shelf of a distributor. Norden-Hauck appears 
to have realized by late 1930, just as CeCo did a 
few months earlier, that the extravagant claims 
for the P-1 could not be sustained , and, as a 
consequence, the hyperbole promoting the DX-5 
would not endure. 

Although Les did not have the opportunity in 
1930 to write Norden-Hauck for information about 
the Super DX-5, perhaps someone reading th is 
article did write the company at that time, or is 
acquainted with someone who is familiar with the 
marketing strategy of Norden-Hauck. Perhaps, 
also, someone knows of the existence of another 
Super DX-5. Les would appreciate greatly any 
such news! 

References: 
"The A. C. Screen-grid Pentode." Radio-Craft, 

1930, pp. 512-513. 
"A Deluxe Short Wave Receiver." Short Wave 

Craft. June/July 1930, pp. 45, 85. 
Douglas, A. ''The story of CeCo and Triad tubes." 

Old Timer's Bulletin, 1980, pp. 12-13, 21. 
Henny, K. "Two kinds of pentodes." Electronics, 

1930, pp. 40-41. 
Kauer, E. "What of the pentode? " Radio, 1930. 
"Norden-Hauck Super DX-5 Designed for Quiet 

AC Operation." Citizens Radio Call Book Mag
azine and Technical Review, II, September 
1930, p. 52. 

(Robert E. Grinder, K7AK, 7735 N. Ironwood 
Or. , Paradise Valley, AZ 85253) 

Robert E. Grinder, a radio amateur since 1946, 
acquired his first vintage receiver, still in his pos
session, over 50 years ago. His current interests 
encompass compiling radio directories, writing 
historical articles about the radio industry, and 
restoring and operating early amateur equipment. 
His book "The Radio Collector's Directory and 
Price Guide," now in its second edition, has long 
been a valued reference for collectors. 

The Highest Class Receiver in the World 

NORDEN-HAUCK, INC. 
Engineers 

1617 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penna. 
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~--~~~~ONI ~RCHIVE AUCTION I 
Marconi Archive Sale In Limbo 

To Sell or Not To Sell -That is the Question 
CONTRIBUTED BY JONATHAN HILL 

The following article by well known writer and 
radio historian Jonathan Hill of the U. K. gives a 
clear chronology of the recent "Battle of Britain" 
waged for the last month over the proposed sale 
of the Marconi archives. As it has for centuries, 
'The Times" of London has proved to be a vehicle 
for extensive, sometimes heated, exchange of 
views among interested citizens. As we go to 
press, we surmise that the battle goes on. We 'll 
keep you posted. (Editor) 

The £1 million dispersal sale of the Marconi 
archives, which had been due to take place in 
England on April 24 and 25 (as detailed in A.R.C 
last month, pages 3-5) , is now unlikely to take 
place. The latest news is that the auction at 
Christie's in London has been "put on hold" follow
ing worldwide outrage at the plan to break up this 
historically priceless and totally unique collection 
and sell it off in lots to all-comers. 

Reaction to the announcement of the sale (giv
en in a press release from the auctioneers sent out 
on Wednesday, January 29th) was swift and pow
erful , producing a rolling campaign of protest 
played out in public by both eminent and lesser
known correspondents to The Times newspaper 
(established 1785), other publications, and also · 
on the Internet - ably demonstrating the influen
tial power of old and new media alike. 

Behind-the-scenes, second thoughts by GEC
Marconi prompted a series of meetings with the 
Science Museum of London , an esteemed body 
which may yet play a vital part in hosting much of 
the collection. It is expected that a final decision to 
keep the collection intact and house it in the U. K. 
will be announced shortly, together with details of 
how the project is to be managed and funded. 

Any solution, other than breaking up the collec
tion and auctioning it off, is likely to be costly, but 
could involve an injection of money from the U.K's 
Heritage Lottery Fund, given the worth and impor
tance of the archive. Until a final decision is made 
though , it is wise to be cautious and keep the 
champagne in the refrigerator until later! 

The protest campaign has attracted support 
from a wide variety of people and organizations 
across the world (some unconnected with the 
world of wireless). Among the more prominent to 
voice their opinions have been Princess Elettra 
Marconi-Giovanelli , Marconi 's daughter, Profes
sor Asa Briggs, eminent wireless historian and 
writer, and Dr. Willem Hackman, Chairman of the 
British Vintage Wireless Society, who said at its 
recent AGM held at Harpenden on March 2, "Let's 
hope that the Marconi archive collection can find 
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Could Marconi be contemplating the future of his 
archives in this 1928 photo? 

a permanent home, not just in a museum of its 
own, but also as the core part of a museum 
devoted to the whole history of radio." In Great 
Britain , at least, there has never been a greater 
need for that. 

The unfolding sequence of events makes inter
esting reading and is outlined below with extracts 
from various letters and articles, mostly from The 
Times, unless otherwise noted. These extracts 
sum up points raised by both sides of the argument. 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1997 
A press release from Christie's auctioneers in 

London announcing , "The Marconi Archive Sale. 
The remarkable and little known archives of the 
Marconi Company, the pioneers of wireless com
munication are to be sold on 24 and 25 April. Offered 
as part of the Centenary celebrations of GEC
Marconi , th is unique co llection charts the history of 
radio from Marconi's arrival in England in 1896 
through to the end of World War II." 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 1997 
A small article appeared in early editions of 

The Times newspaper giving news of the sale with 
a photograph of some of the items likely to be in the 
sale. Enrico Tedeschi of Brighton , Sussex, started 
a protest campaign on the Internet in the U. K. by 
collecting signatures for a petition and giving ad
vice on where to direct protest letters and e-mail. 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1997 
From John Sutherland of Cambridge: "This 

vitally important collection is a national, as well as 
a corporate, asset and should be preserved as 
such ." He feels that the collection should be given 

(Continued on following page) 
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From Gavin Littaur (giving 
.....,.. a minority view): "The exciting 

news of the Marconi archive sale 
is accompanied by predictable 
bleating from those of this world 
who always lament public dis
persal. If they knew how few 
national museums and profes
sional institutions properly care 
for, study, and display their mas
sive holdings, such correspon
dents would be embarrassed by 
their publicized exhortation. Let 
the archive be dispersed with 
vigor on April 24 and 25." 

Nigel Hawkes, Science Edi
tor of The Times, wrote an arti
cle in which other people gave 
their views on the sale: 

Gerry Wells (Vintage Wire
less Museum, London): "GEC 
shouldn't be destroying its heri

A selection of 'Titanic" memorabilia once slated to be sold at Christie 's tage and ours. Marconi had come 
auction. here to show the world how to do 

(Marconi Archives, continued) 
to the nation, thus keeping it in one piece and 
making it available to the public and for research . 

From Dr. Tom Going of Southend: "The Mar
coni archive provides an unparalleled record of 
the origins and development of 'wire-less' com
munications, worldwide, and as such would be of 
first importance to maritime, military and general 
historians. Part of the tragedy, therefore, of the 
Christie's auction is that the collection has been so 
little studied . . In the absence of intervention, 
dispersal abroad is likely. The Royal Commission 
on Historic Manuscripts, the National Heritage 
Memorial Fund and the Heritage Lottery Fund 
should consider this case as a matter of urgency. 
Meanwhile, where were the national museums 
and professional institutions who should also have 
been exercising a watching brief?" 

The protest campaign on the Internet in the U. K. 
spread to other countries, including Italy and the
United States. Petition signatures were collected 
from Finland to Mexico. 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1997 

From Mrs. Elettra Marconi-Giovanelli , daugh
ter of Guglielmo Marconi:"These archives form 
the history of communication on a worldwide ba
sis . .. Many people have contacted me to express 
their great disappointment that the G EC-Marconi 
organization is selling its history ... At all costs 
these archives should remain in the U. K. and 
preferably in the town of Chelmsford where the 
work of my father began." 

From Lord Asa Briggs, wireless historian 
and writer: "The forthcoming auction of the unique 
Marconi archive seems a strange way for a great 
company to celebrate a centenary of world impor
tance. It is surely thoroughly irresponsible to pro
pose that it should be dispersed in lots. The unity 
of the collection, including the ephemera, is its 
great strength. In the past, the riches of this 
archive were treated with proper respect within the 
company which was proud of them and commis
sioned scholarly research concerning them." 
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it - we should be proud of the 
role Britain played, not dispersing the collection to 
the far comers of the world." 

Rod Burman (tube collector) thought the ar
ch ive would probably fetch far more than the £1 
million estimate: "I'm horrified to see it come under 
the hammer. .. We shall see a lot of heavyweight 
foreign buyers, and it will be dispersed all over the 
world." 

John Sutherland (former manager of Marco
ni Radar): "I think there is an indifference to the 
Marconi name in the present GEC-Marconi man
agement and a lack of feeling for the integrity of the 
Marconi inheritance." 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1997 

From Sir Geoffrey Pattie, Chairman of GEC
Marconi, seeking to defend his company's deci
sion in the face of mounting and, by now, worldwide 
opposition: "Following the 5-month audit in 1995, it 
was seen that our greatest concern was for the 
ephemera . .. Ideally, such material should be kept 
in a perfect micro-controlled environment." [The 
cost of providing such an environment was esti
mated to be over £10 million.]- "far more than the 
value of the archive ... A range of possible solutions 
was examined , and I am confident that we have 
made a proper decision [the Christie's sale]. 

"A CD-ROM interactive disk is being produced 
which will take the Marconi story to schools, uni
versities." A new education initiative known as 
Marconi Days, which would aim to train 1,000 
teachers a year in the field of electronics for 11 to 
14 year olds would also be established with the 
help of an independent trust fund administered by 
the Institution of Electrical Engineers. " Mean
while, the question of keeping the archive togeth
er, one of our original considerations, has been 
raised publicly." 

From Bernard Kaukas: " ... hiving-off a collec
tion embodying the embryos of the greatest innova
tion of the century merely for the sake of a little filthy 
lucre . .. will not do." 

Local newspapers in the U. K. start to pick up 
on the Marconi archive story. 



THURSDAY FEBRUARY 13, 1997 
From Graham Searjeant: "The real reason 

behind the sale is to dispose of a corporate embar
rassment. This asset was so obscurely hidden that 
few outside the industry and its academics seemed 
to know about it. A study in 1995 before the compa
ny's disappointingly low-key centenary found that 
the asset was a liability. Purpose-built facilities to 
preserve the deteriorating collection could cost a 
whopping £11 million, consultants claim." The solu
tion was to let the archive fall into various private 
hands and let the new owners have the problem of 
looking after the various items, with the estimated 
£1 mill ion proceeds of the sale linked with '~he 
making of a CD-ROM interactive disk of the Marconi 
story ... and a politically modish scheme to enthuse 
secondary school teachers over electronics." 

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 14, 1997 
From J.W. Sutherland: The possible way 

forward for the co llection is that it could be 
"acquired, housed, displayed and conserved in 
Chelmsford , where most of Guglielmo Marconi 's 
work was done, under the joint auspices of Chelms
ford and Essex Councils. Alternatively, as Sir 
Geoffrey Pattie indicates, the Science Museum 
could retain its items on loan from the company, 
augmented by the items in the collection at Great 
Baddow ... The Marconi centenary initiative of 
settin~ a~ide £1 million for a special program, 
1nclud1ng Marconi Days' for teachers ... should be 
applauded. It continues the policy of investment in 
education and training which has characterized 
Marconi for many decades, through Marconi Col
lege and within individual parts of the company. 

"This is an important initiative, with long-term 
benefits for both Marconi and the industry at large, 
but 11 should be funded from normal training bud
gets, 1f necessary at a higher priority than other 
schemes. 11 cannot justify the dispersal of the 
unique and historic Marconi archive." 

From Paul Harvey, British Records Associ
ation: "Having sought expert opinion on the ar
chives' condition, it is a pity he [Sir Geoffrey Pattie) 
did not seek 11 also on their disposal. It would have 
told him unanimously that at all costs the papers
and the objects too - should be kept together, 
and_ co_u ld have sug_gested various strategies for 
ach1ev1ng th is. As 11 is, Christie's is apparently 
proposing to sell them in several hundred sepa
rate lots. To split up an archive in th is way is like 
preserving a set of table silver by sell ing each fork 
and spoon separately- its function and its histor
ic value are all but destroyed. 

From Pat Leggatt, past Chair of the British 
Vintage Wireless Society: "Over the past ten 
years, the collection housed at Great Baddow 
near Chelmsford has been excellently arranged 
and tended , first by the late Betty Hance and then 
by Roy Rodwell , recently retired. Whi le not open to 
the general _public, both the equipment and the 
wntte_n archives have always been available by 
appointment for examination by genuine students 
of wireless history. The British Vintage Wireless 
Society visited Great Baddow during an interna
tional meeting in 1989 . Members regarded it as 
the high spot of the 3-day event, affording signif
icant kudos to the Marconi Company and indeed 
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to the United Kingdom." 
A statementfrom Christie's: "Christie's South 

Kensington is awaiting further instructions from 
[GEC-Marconi) regarding the Marconi Collection 
and fully supports the moves being made to keep 
the Collection intact. 

A joint statement from GEC-Marconi and 
the Science Museum: "We have had a very 
constructive discussion, as a result of which we 
believe that a basis exists fo r a staisfactory solu
tion between several interested parties which wi ll 
ensure that the Marconi Collection remains intact 
and in this country. Another statement will be 
made once fu rther progress has been achieved , 
when the company would expect to be in a position 
to withdraw the Collection from puiblic sale." 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1997 
Report by Nigel Hawkes, Science Editor: 

"Plans to auction the Marconi collection of historic 
documents and artifacts from the early days of 
rad io have been shelved after protests led by 
Marconi's daughter, Princess Elettra Marconi-Gio
vanelli [who flew to England that week to continue 
the campaign]. GEC-Marconi has reconsidered 
its decision to sell the collection at Ch ristie's next 
month and the auction house has suspended 
printing of the catalogue . An alternative dispersal 
involving the Science Museum and perhaps other 
museums is now being discussed." 

Following this meeting, a statement was issued 
indicating that "a basis existed for a solution which 
will ensure that the Marconi collection remains 
intact and in this country. Another statement is 
promised once further progress has been achieved 
when the company expects to be in a position to 
withdraw the collection from public sale." 

Shortly after her arrival in this country, Princess 
Marconi-Giovanelli met Sir Neil Cossons, director 
of the Science Museum, and also went to Chelms
ford to meet the borough council and visit the 
Marconi plant. She said , "The Science Museum is 
being very helpful. I am hoping that every1hing will 
go well , thanks to the pressure of opinion against 
the sale. My father's equipment belongs to En
gland, and that is where it should stay." 

EPILOGUE 
It is likely that by the time this issue of A.R.C. 

reaches you, the final decision about the future of 
the Marconi archives will have been made. For the 
very latest information, those with access to the 
Internet should check the A.R.C . website at 
www.antiqueradio.com , Enrico Tedeschi at 
www.ndirect.co .uk/-e.tedeschi or Christie 's at 
www.christies.com/marconi . Phone Christie's at: 
1-800-395-6300 or GEC-Marconi Research Rela
tions Department at: + (0) 181 954 2311. 

Jonathan Hill, writer and radio historian, is a 
founder member of the British Vintage Wireless 
Society. His highly regarded books "Audio! Au
dio!" and "Radio! Radio!," now in its third edition 
are available from A. R. C. and others. ' 

Photos © Christie 's South Kensington 

(Jonathan Hill, Spice House, 13 Belmont Rd. , 
Exeter, Devon EX1 2HF) 



PHOTO REVIEW 
This column presents in pictorial form many of the more unusual radios, speakers, tubes, advertising, and 

other old radio-related items from our readers' collections. The photos are meant to help increase 

awareness of what's available in the radio collecting hobby. Send in any size photos from your col lection. 

Photos must be sharp in detail, contain a single item , and preferably have a light-colored background. A 

short, descriptive paragraph MUST be included with each photo. Please note that receipt of photos is not 

acknowledged, publishing is not guaranteed, and photos are not returned. 

RCA STATUE - This statue of a radio and girl 
figu rine is painted in metallic gold . It is 7" tall 
and says "New Yorker" on the back. Does any
one have more information about this "rad io"? 
(Eileen Ancmen - San Antonio, TX) 

LACROSSE RADIO CORP. MODEL UN
KNOWN - This 4-tube set measures 12'/2'' x 
10•/," x 6¼' . The tube types are (2) 24A, 47, 
and 80. The speaker cutout depicts animal and 
bird figu res. (Phil Boydston - Mandeville, LA) 

ERLA 4-TUBE "SUPERFLEX" -This 1925 re
flex receiver uses a crystal detector and claims 
to do the job of a 7-tube set. The compartment 
below holds all the batteries needed - A, B, 
and C. (Wally Worth - Wollaston, MA) 
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PHOTO REVIEW 

CROSLEY MO DEL 46-FB - This striking 
battery-powered farm radio is similar to the 66-
TC "Victory" model seen in A. R. C., February 
1991, page 11. It is also similar to the 46-FA 
and the 66-TA plastic models (Bunis 3, pages 
54 and 56). It has 4 tubes - Types 1 A 7, 1 N5, 
1 H5, and 1 A5. (Bob Perry - Painted Post, NY 

GENERAL ELECT RIC MODEL GE-54 - This 
interesting 3-band, 5-tube transformer set , ca. 
1940, features an unusual, vert ical, 3-band dial 
and a Bakelite rear cover. (Spencer J. Doggett 
- Washington, Ml) 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
MODEL 8-52 - This nifty GE 
car radio is just the thing for 
your 1930s automob ile. It 
works on 115 VAC house 
current, as well as on 6 volts 
DC, so you can remove it 
from the car and bring it 
inside - car theft prevention 
in 1937 ! (Allan H. Weiner -
Kennebunk, ME) 
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SILVERTONE MODEL 6012 - The back of this 
1947 ivory Bakelite set has the same grillework 
as the front. Note the almost hidden push but
tons on top. (Rod Galloway - Melbourne, FL) 

AIRLINE MODEL 62-173 - This 1935 
tombstone has a 7-tube broadcast/shortwave 
chassis. The large airplane dial has broadcast 
station call letters printed on it for the eastern , 
western and central portions of the U.S.A. (Ed 
Frezon - Rensselaer, NY) 



AUCTION REPORT 

Dorotheum Antique Radio Auction 
Vienna, Austria - December 14, 1996 

CONTRIBUTED BY ERWIN MACHO 

It's always a pleasure to hear from our "Austri
an connection" Erwin Macho, who sent this re
port, along with the beautifully illustrated auction 
catalog. For future reports, we hope to be able to 
translate more of the catalog information from the 
German text. Reports like this help us to serve an 
even wider radio-collecting community. (Editor) 

The third antique radio auction, arranged by 
the Auktionshaus Dorotheum, was held in Vien
na, Austria, on December 14, 1996. This event 
was a highlight of 1996, not only for Austrian 
collectors, but also for those who travelled from 
Germany or called from Italy and England. Hun
dreds of written bids also came in from all around 
the globe, especially for transistor radios and 
early crystal sets. 

Among the outstanding sale items were an 
lngelen Gigant selling at $1 ,000 and a Sony TR-
620 for $200. Many cathedral sets from well known 
factories like Telefunken , Minerva, Kapsch , and 
Hornyphon sold in the $120 to $400 range. Early 
radio manuals from an old Vienna radio repair 
shop sold for from $45 to $140. 

Additonal auction highlights included novelty 
telephone sets, phonographs and gramophones. 
For example, an Ericsson "Skel
ett" telephone sold for $950, an 
Edison Standard phonograph 
("C" reproducer) for $590, and a 
Nirona picnic gramophone for 
$900. 

The Auktionshaus Dorotheum 
will hold its next radio auction on 
June 14, 1997. An illustrated auc
tion catalog may be ordered from 
Auktionshaus Dorotheum, Sub
scription Dept. , Dorotheergasse 
17, 101 0 Vienna , Austria . 
Tel.+431 /515 60; Fax-508. Cata
log shipping will begin in May, 
and the price is about $10. The 
following credit cards will be ac
cepted: American Express, Din
ers Club, Eurocard, and Visa. 

You won 't want to miss this 
next auction. 

This Nirona picnic gramophone in its mailbox
type carrying case, brought a bid of $900. 

(Erwin Macho, Ambrosweg 
17/A/8, A-1230 Vienna, Austria) 

This Inge/en Gigant, a rather large tombstone with a wood and 
chrome cabinet, sold for $1 ,000. 
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"Pricing" - describes the 
author's approach to es
tablishing prices and 
gives the reade r some 
helpful insights into con
ditions affecting price, in
cl uding chassis corro
sion, rodent wear, trans
formers, tubes, cabinet 
backs, knobs and dial 
lenses. 

Chaper 3 also con
tains a brief definition of 
the most common types 
of plastics used in radi
os of the 1930s to 1950s 
period. The book sepa
rately addresses the val
uing of plastic radios and 
wooden radios, depend
ing upon specific condi
tions, such as ch ips and 
cracks in plastic radio 
cabinets, and finish and 
veneer in wooden cabi
nets. 

Chapter 4 - "Re
sources" - provides an authoritative listing of 
vintage rad io clubs, both domestic and fore ign. 
Also included is a somewhat limited listing of 
publicat ions, such as periodicals, reference 
guides, suppliers and vendors. 

The overall quality of Machine Age to Jet Age 
is somewhat marred by occasional, quite obvious 
misspellings and typographical errors, which tend 
to detract from the book's contents. Nonetheless, 
the book serves a definite purpose fo r the period 
and has much to commend it to both radio deal
ers and collectors. 

VOLUME II 

Volume II of Machine Age to Jet Age (1930-
1959) is a welcome supplement to Volume I in 
part because it has been expanded to cover the 
earl ier years 1930-1932, allowing many more 
cathedral radios to be included. Another wel
come feature is 16 pages of color plates show
casing 192 selected examples of table radios by 
classi fication - fo r example, Bakelite, painted 

Bakelite, plastic, beetle 
plastic, Urea, Plaskon , 
Catalin, etc. 

The radios shown in 
these new color plates 
are further described 
and valued in the black 
and white section of both 
volumes. However , 
there is no cross index 
to connect each color 
photo with its black and 
white counterpart. 

Other additions are 
a 1-page listing of rep
resentat ive internet 
websites and a helpful 
2-page commentary by 
Joe Greenbaum on 
wooden radio finishes. 

Two minor but dis
tracting flaws have car
ried over from Volume 
I. One is the existence 
of many blank spaces 
somet imes covering 
one-half to two-thirds of 

a page. The other is the persistence of spelling 
and typographical errors, although significantly 
reduced from Volume I. 

Since the radios pictured in the two volumes 
total over 4,000, for the serious collector or deal
er, the purchase of both volumes is a good invest
ment. Be alert for Volume Il l, which is already in 
the works. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Machine Age to Jet Age, Volumes I and II, by 
Mark V. Stein are available in 8½" x 11 " paper
back format from you r local specialty bookseller 
or directly from the publisher. Send a money 
order or check for Volume I at $24.95 , Volume II 
at $28.95, or both volumes at $49 .95 to: Radio
mania, Department 2, 2109 Carterdale Rd. , Balti
more , MD 21209. U.S. shipping is free; Canada is 
$2; all other countries are $3. 

(Dick Desjarlais, Dick's Radio Days, Box 629, 
Littleton, MA 01460) 

More on Machine Age to Jet Age, Vols . I and n 
by Alan Voorhees 

These two books are the most valuable 
collecting resour ces I h ave found. Includ
ed with each radio pictured is an estimat
ed market value . Of course, there is no 
question that there is always skep t icism 
regarding the values that guide books give. 
and one often wonders what makes the 
person doing the valuing an authority. 
However , in this case. Stein is a major 
radio dealer and has personally sold many 
of the sets pictured in the books. This 
gives h im an insight into the prices that 
these radios may actually sell for. 
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Obviously. the main advantage of these 
volumes is that you can see a photo of 
each set. This h elps to identify a radio you 
might have whose model number h as long 
been m issing. It also lets you see what 
sets you m ight wish to have to fi ll out your 
own collection. In my case, I finally got to 
see photos of two sets I wanted for my own 
collection. It is easier to seek them out 
now that I know what they look like. 

(Alan Voorhees, 1 0809 McIntyre St .. Oak
land. CA 94605) 



BOOK REVIEW 

Machine Age to Jet Age, Vols. I and II 
By Mark V. Stein 

REVIEWED BY DICK DESJARLAIS 

Shortly before this re
view of "Machine Age to 
Jet Age, Volume I" was 
ready for publication, 
Volume II appeared on 
A. R. C. 's reference shelf. 
Although similar in for
mat and content to Vol
ume I, Volume II contains 
all new listings and add
ed features, which are 
addressed at the end of 
this review. (Editor) 

style era fill 230 of the 
book's 255 pages. The 
fact that the book cov
ers a relatively short 
period of radio history 
- just 26 years - might 
be limiting to some col
lectors, since no battery 
sets or consoles are in
cluded. However, those 
who are "into" the Art 
Deco era of the 1930s-
1950s wi ll find excellent 
examples of wooden 
mantel sets , tomb
stones, cathedrals, nov
elty sets , metal sets, 
Catalins , Bakelites , 
plastics, Plaskons, and 
beetles. 

If all you knew about 
this book was its main 
title - Machine Age to 
Jet Age, you might think 
that it is about the de
ve lopment of the engine 
from steam to jet. And 
when you see the cover 
with its 41 color photos 
of very collectible radi 
os, you might assume 
that more color photos 
are inside . Wrong on 

.. .~ 

IIIPllt• • 
PHOTO FORMAT 

Th e book has six 
chapters, the most im
portant being Chapter 5 
where the major manu-

both counts! As its subtitle states, this book is 
"Radiomania's Guide to Tabletop Radios, Volune 
I, 1933-1 959 (with market values), " and further
more, all the photos inside are black and white. 

Despite these initial mixed signals, this refer
ence book is a worthy supplement to the collec
tor's library. Over 1,300 good quality, black and 
white photos of representative radios of this high-

STEIN OFFERS THIS ADVICE: 

"A word about dealers and dealer prices: 
expect to pay a premium when purchasing 
from a dealer. The dealer offers one the 
luxury of eliminating the time consuming 
hunt through yard and estate sales, flea 
markets, antique shows and the like. It is 
he who goes through the trouble of rooting 
out those hard to find items - ones which 
you might not happen upon except after 
ye ars of hunting yourself. Dealers 
inventories represent long hours and related 
expenses, and so their prices must reflect 
those additional costs." 
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facturers are featured 
alphabetically. The sets of unknown or lesser 
known manufacturers are presented in Chapter 6 
- a 30-page "Miscellaneous" section. One minor 
distraction in both chapters is the interruption in 
continuity created by blank spaces at the end of 
certain manufacturers' listings. The author might 
have chosen just to continue with the next manu
facturer's products. 

A brief, basic description appears with each 
radio , giving the make, model number, materials 
used in the cabinet construction , year of manu
facturer, coloration, and market value. The pric
ing information makes the book a relatively de
pendable guide , as price guides go, even though 
it has a 1994 copyright. A spot-check comparison 
with Evolution of the Radio, Volume 2, and the 
new 4th edition of Bun is' The Collector's Guide to 
Antique Radios showed that prices in all three 
references are usually consistent within a rea
sonable range. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Although the major focus of this book is on radio 
photos, there are other briefly treated but helpful 
topics of interest to the collector. Chapter 3 -
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